
Chapter 4

The Second World War

The public mood after the outbreak of the Second World War was

notably less passionate or strident than after August 1914. Neither the

militarism nor the pacifism of that earlier conflict was echoed now. In

large measure, this was because of the curious features of the early

months of the war. During the so-called ‘phoney war’ period down to

April 1940, the fighting seemed remote, almost academic. It is a curious,

twilight phase well portrayed in Evelyn Waugh’s novel Put out More

Flags. There were massive air-raid precautions, trenches in public parks,

barrage balloons aloft, and anti-aircraft weaponry deployed on public

buildings. Thirty-eight million gas masks were distributed to men,

women, and children; hundreds of thousands of schoolchildren were

evacuated from major cities to distant, and presumably safer, rural

areas (though many later drifted back home). Rationing of food,

clothing, petrol, and other commodities suddenly became

commonplace. The war itself was at first uneventful, with traditional

pleasures such as the long-range enjoyment of a British naval victory,

when the German battleship Graf Spee was fatally cornered by three

smaller British vessels in the estuary of the river Plate off Montevideo

harbour in late 1939.

The uncertainty of the public mood was mirrored by the ambiguous

nature of the government. Although the Cabinet had been

reconstructed, to include Churchill himself, back at the Admiralty as in
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5. Children in the war. Evacuees arriving at Eastbourne, Sussex, at the
outbreak of war in 1939 (top). In all, 827,000 schoolchildren were
evacuated from major cities to seaside towns and rural areas in the autumn
of 1939 to escape from German bombing raids, though many later
returned home. Gas masks were distributed to children at school (bottom)
in case the Germans used gas. In fact, the masks proved to be quite
unnecessary



1914, it was still the regime of the old gang, the National Government of

1931 writ large. The trade unions in particular looked with deep

suspicion at an administration still headed by their old adversary and

class enemy, Chamberlain. Then in April 1940 the cold war hotted up.

The Germans invaded Norway, scattering before them the British naval

and military forces at Narvik. Soon afterwards, the Netherlands and

Belgium were overrun, and the French army broke up in disorderly

retreat. The security of the British Isles themselves was now under clear

and pressing threat.

The old regime of the thirties could survive no longer. In a fateful

division in the Commons on 7–8 May 1940, 80 Conservatives rebelled

against the leadership of Chamberlain. Two days later he resigned, and

Churchill now emerged as wartime prime minister, with Labour and

Liberals both joining the government. The change of premier was

generally free of the apparent conspiratorial intrigue of December 1916.

Indeed, Churchill had a vastly broader base of support in press and

Parliament, and distinctly more loyalty from the military, naval, and air

high command, than Lloyd George had ever experienced.

Churchill embodied a traditional sense of patriotic unity as no one else

amongst his contemporaries could ever do. War gave his career a new

impetus and relevance. His inspiring oratory over the radio and in the

Commons conjured up new reserves of national will-power in this ‘finest

hour’ for his country. He was able to depict a humiliating military

disaster in the retreat from Dunkirk as a kind of triumph for British

ingenuity and determination. With France surrendering to the German

forces by mid-June, British territorial security was threatened as never

before since the days of Napoleon I in 1804. Truly the nation was alone.

Land, Sea, and Air

The extent to which Britain was prepared to defend itself in military and

naval terms is debatable. On the home front, apart from mobilized
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reserves, the ‘home guard’ of civilians was later to be effectively

parodied as a ‘dad’s army’ of amateurs muddling through with good

humour. Its military effectiveness was, perhaps fortunately, never put to

the test. But the real battle lay in the air, where the reserves of Spitfire

and Hurricane fighter aircraft were rapidly built up by the press lord,

Beaverbrook, now the Minister of Aircraft Production. From mid-August

onwards, the German Luftwaffe launched wave after wave of Blitz

attacks, first on British airfields and aircraft factories, later in 1941 on

London, Coventry, Plymouth, Liverpool, Hull, Swansea, and other ports

and major cities. Almost miraculously, civilian morale and national

defences stood firm against this terrifying bombardment. In the air, the

‘few’, the legendary pilots of the Spitfires and Hurricanes (who included

many Poles, Czechs, and Canadians), took heavy toll of the Luftwaffe in

August–October. By Christmas, the threat of imminent invasion had

effectively passed, though the Blitz on London and elsewhere

continued. Churchill’s personal reputation soared; the united spirit of

his people grew with it. Dunkirk and the battle of Britain in the air

launched a thousand myths. They helped to encourage a latent

isolationism and an unjustified feeling of national self-sufficiency, which

led to a coolness towards Western European unity after the war. The

British were aware that they alone of the belligerent Western

democracies had escaped enemy occupation, as they had done

consistently since 1066. For all that, the rhetoric of the ‘finest hour’ of

1940 captured the pride and the passion of what was felt to be a

supreme moment of historic achievement.

The later course of the war on land, and more especially on sea and in

the air, had a major long-term effect on the international and imperial

status of Great Britain. It had begun by being a traditional European

conflict to preserve national security and the balance of power in the

West, to keep control of the Channel by extensive deployment of the

British navy in the North Sea and in the northern Atlantic, along

the western approaches. In effect, this aspect of the war reached a

successful outcome by the summer of 1941, with the frustration of
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German threats to invade Britain (about which Hitler was always in any

case hesitant) and the beating off of the Luftwaffe attacks. With the

operations of the British merchant navy and (from early 1941) American

‘Lend-Lease’ arrangements ensuring tolerable free supplies of food and

raw materials for the rest of the war, there was no imminent danger to

the British Isles themselves, even though sinkings by German U-boats

continued apace. Churchill kept a close eye on the ports of neutralist

Eire and its anti-British premier, de Valera. The further hazards of guided

missile attack by V1 and V2 machines, launched from bases in Holland in

the summer and autumn of 1944, while deeply alarming and the source

of much damage to life and property in south-east England, did not

seriously imperil the security of the nation either.

Imperial Themes

However, from late 1940, the war soon demonstrated wider, imperial

themes. From being initially a conflict to preserve Western and Central

Europe from the aggressive menace of German Fascism, the war rapidly

turned into a broader effort to sustain the Commonwealth and empire

as they had endured over the decades. The white dominions – Australia,

New Zealand, Canada, and, far more hesitantly, South Africa – lent

immediate support in terms of raw materials and armed naval and other

assistance. In addition, the credits run up with India and Egypt in

particular, the so-called ‘sterling balances’ which gave much trouble

after the war, were vital in assisting with British payments for supplies,

and in partially redressing the loss of overseas assets and the fall in

‘invisible’ income. The entry of the Soviet Union into the war in June

1941, and even more that of the United States in December 1941,

following the Japanese assault on the US fleet at Pearl Harbor, ensured

that the war would remain a world-wide one, fought in every continent

and every ocean, and that the cosmic structure of the British Empire

would come under acute threat.

Much British military, naval, and air-force effort was put into preserving
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the traditional lines of communication in the Middle East, centred on

the Suez Canal, and the bases of the Persian Gulf and its hinterland, with

their huge oil reserves. British forces fought with much success to put

pressure on the Italians in Abyssinia and Somaliland, after Italy entered

the war in August 1940. Even more endeavour went into preserving

Egypt and the north African littoral. In 1941 the British forces under

General Sir Archibald Wavell captured the whole of Cyrenaica and

advanced towards Tripoli, but were later forced to retreat back towards

Egypt. The fall of Tobruk in early 1942 led to a major political crisis at

home, in which Churchill’s own position appeared under threat.

The most important military engagement of later 1942 concerned the

struggles of the British Eighth Army, under first General Claude

Auchinleck then General Bernard Montgomery, to resist a German

advance towards Cairo and Suez. However, the final breakthrough by

Montgomery at El Alamein in November 1942 resulted in a successful

and sustained British drive across modern Libya, through Tripoli, and

into Tunisia. Here, Montgomery linked up with the American armies

under General Omar Bradley, which had moved eastwards from the

initial landing near Algiers. Subsequent allied campaigns, including the

capture of Sicily and a prolonged drive through Italy, from the Anzio

beach-head to the Alps, again had a strong concern with the imperial

lines of strategic communication, and with control of the eastern

Mediterranean. Those who argued that a second front should be

launched in France in 1943, to relieve pressure on the Red Army in

Russia, viewed this concentration in the Mediterranean with much

frustration and anger. However, Churchill’s Mediterranean commitment

prevailed. In 1944, British forces again landed in Greece both to drive

out the Germans and to beat down a native left-wing movement, ELAS.

In the Far East also, the war involved desperate efforts to shore up the

empire at its base. The invasion of the Japanese through China into

Indo-China and the Dutch East Indies, including the capture of all the

American bases in the Philippines, led Churchill to place the Far East,
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with the approaches to the Indian subcontinent, even higher than the

Middle East in the military priorities. There were dreadful losses. The

most fateful of all involved the sinking of the battleships Prince of Wales

and Repulse by Japanese bombs and torpedoes on 10 December 1941.

There followed a rapid Japanese advance through Malaya and on

15 February 1942 the surrender of over 80,000 British and empire

troops in Singapore. This disaster, the result of grave miscalculations

by the commanding officer, General Percival, and by Churchill himself

(who underestimated Japanese fighting power), was described by the

prime minister in the House as ‘the worst capitulation in British history’.

It was a landmark in the fall of empire. Henceforth, for instance,

Australia and New Zealand were to look to the USA for protection in

the Pacific rather than to the imperial mother country.

However, the disasters went no further. Japanese advances into Burma

were held off, with such forces as Orde Wingate’s ‘Chindits’ gaining

immense acclaim. British rule in India, threatened by disaffection by the

Congress movement within the subcontinent as well as by Japanese

assault from Burma, was sustained. By late 1944, the British position in

eastern Asia and the Pacific, even with the loss of Malaya, Singapore,

and Hong Kong, was still a powerful one, even if dependent on

American land and naval assistance.

At last in June 1944, with the final invasion of France from the Normandy

beach-heads by Allied forces under the command of General Dwight D.

Eisenhower and Montgomery, the war again assumed a European

aspect. British military tactics in this last phase have led to some

controversy amongst military historians, especially the delays in

pushing through northern France and the Low Countries. The airborne

landing at Arnhem was a débâcle. Even so, in the end it was a rapid and

triumphant campaign. It was General Montgomery who formally

received the unconditional surrender of the German forces at Lüneburg

Heath on 9 May 1945. Hitler himself had committed suicide a few days

earlier. Japan also surrendered on 15 August after two atomic bombs
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had wrought huge devastation at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, killing over

110,000 people.

The Impact of the War

Throughout, the war gripped the national psychology, without raising

either the doubts or the euphoric jingoism of the Great War of 1914–18.

The most satisfying fact of all was that British casualties were so much

lighter in the six years of the Second World War than in the four years of

slogging trench warfare in 1914–18. This time a total of 270,000

servicemen were lost in six years, as well as over 60,000 civilians killed

on the home front in German air raids. The campaigns had been more

peripheral, more episodic, and in the end far more effectively

conducted on a technical basis. Even veterans of the peace movement

such as the philosopher Bertrand Russell felt that here was almost a

good war. At the same time, all the vital questions surrounding Britain’s

external role remained unanswered. In the Middle and Far East,

supreme strains had been put on the imperial system, even if Britain

assumed control again of territories such as Hong Kong, Sarawak,

Malaya, and Singapore in Asia, and British Somaliland in Africa. The

Americans were concerned, at wartime conferences and at the Potsdam

peace conference of July–August 1945, to speed up the process of

decolonization. Churchill was led to observe anxiously that he had not

become the king’s minister, or fought a bloody war for six years, in

order to achieve the dissolution of the British Empire. But already his

outlook was being overtaken by events.

On the home front, the impact of total war was scarcely less

momentous. As in the earlier war, there was a vast upheaval in the

pattern and structure of the population, and a new juggernaut of

centralization and State control to regulate social and economic life.

Unlike 1914–18, however, the apparatus this time seemed to operate

with far more justice – and more likelihood of the momentum being

continued into the post-war world. The war clearly expressed a
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profound spirit of egalitarianism, of a type previously unknown in

British history at any period. Orwell felt (in The Lion and the Unicorn) that

a social revolution was taking place. The ration books, gas masks,

identity cards, and other wartime controls afflicted the people equally

and implied a mood of ‘fair shares’. So did the communal sufferings

during the Blitz. A notable impact was achieved by the ‘evacuees’, the

schoolchildren removed from London, Birmingham, Liverpool, and

other cities to take refuge in rural communities in England and Wales.

For the first time, large sections of the nation got to meet, though not

necessarily to know or like each other. The medical and food provision

for the evacuated children of the urban slums meant a great

improvement in their physical and mental well-being. For their parents,

war miraculously meant that full employment was restored, after the

terrible decay of the thirties. Egalitarianism also encouraged a new faith

in social planning, even if the links between shop floor and pit-head and

the drawing-board deliberations of London-based bureaucrats were not

necessarily obvious or automatic. The result, however, was that, in the

wartime mood of unity and equality of sacrifice, novel questions began

to be asked about public policy. A profound conviction arose, equally

amongst the armed forces, that this time the ‘land fit for heroes’ would

not be so wantonly set aside as it was widely felt to have been in the

years after 1918. This mood was captured with much precision by the

wartime illustrated magazine Picture Post, edited by Tom Hopkinson, by

the newspaper the Daily Mirror, and by the popular radio talks of the

Yorkshire author J. B. Priestley, whose William Cobbett-like style of

native radicalism achieved widespread appeal.

Social Innovation

The most celebrated document of this mood was the Beveridge report

of November 1942. The work of an austere academic economist, it

outlined an exciting scheme of comprehensive social security, financed

from central taxation, including maternity benefits and child

allowances, universal health and unemployment insurance, old age
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pension and death benefits. It was, in the phrase of the time, provision

‘from the cradle to the grave’. An ecstatic public response gave the

uncharismatic Beveridge a new celebrity as another ‘People’s William’;

it ensured that social policy would remain high on the public agenda

after the war, along with other priorities such as a free national health

service. The Barlow report (actually issued in 1940) visualized a

complete overhaul of the stagnant ‘depressed areas’. Subsequently the

1945 Distribution of Industry Act began a long-overdue process of

reversing the economic decline of areas such as north-east England and

south Wales by diversifying and modernizing their economic

infrastructure. The Uthwatt report of 1942 outlined a new dynamic

approach to town planning, with ‘green belt’ provision around major

conurbations, new controls over land use, and ‘new towns’ to cater for

the overspill of older cities. Underlying all these wartime blueprints was

a commitment to full employment, spelt out in the 1943 budget and a

government White Paper of 1944. The tragedy of stagnation and

economic and human waste that had crucified many communities in

the thirties would not be repeated. Leaders of the unemployed

marchers then, people such as ‘Red Ellen’ Wilkinson, MP for Jarrow and

prominent in the 1936 Hunger March, were now active in government.

Underpinning this vogue for social innovation was the transformation of

fiscal policy, with a commitment to counter-cyclical policies, a

manpower budget, and the management of demand. These were taken

up even by such traditionalist wartime chancellors as Kingsley Wood

and Sir John Anderson. Keynes himself served at the Treasury and

greatly influenced the powerful Economic Section of the Cabinet. The

leading critic of the post-war settlement of 1919, he was now a key

figure, not only in domestic budgetary policies, but also in external

financial arrangements, including the attempt to rationalize

international trade and currency through the Bretton Woods

agreement. The most radical nostrums were now proposed in the most

staid of circles: nationalization of major industries and the Bank of

England; a levy on inherited capital; a salaried, State-directed medical
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6. Tube Shelter Perspective by Henry Moore: one of a series of ‘shelter
drawings’, based on Liverpool Street extension underground railway
station, 1941. One symbol of common suffering during the war years was
the use of tube stations as refuges during the London Blitz. By September
1940, 177,000 people were sleeping in the underground system. The
incomplete extension running from Liverpool Street held about 12,000,
many of whom stayed underground for weeks on end



profession. They all provoked growing arguments between

Conservative and Labour Cabinet ministers, with angry sniping from the

back benches by freebooters such as Emanuel Shinwell, a forthright

Glasgow Jew, and Aneurin Bevan, a brilliant Welsh ex-miner. But such a

flowering of social and intellectual debate, far more precisely conceived

and of far wider appeal than the ‘reconstruction’ discussions of 1917–18,

under the aegis of such a traditional wartime leader as Churchill, was

indeed a sign of a new climate.

The Arts

In culture and the arts, the war gave some new life to old values.

Literature, significantly enough, was not stimulated to anything like the

same degree as in 1914–18; there was nothing remotely resembling the

generation of ‘war poets’ of that earlier period. Some encouragement

was given to war artists, officially sponsored to depict experiences in the

Blitz and elsewhere: Moore, John Piper, and Graham Sutherland are

three notable examples.

Interestingly, music was one art form given a powerful stimulus,

especially through the patronage of the wartime creation of CEMA

(Council for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts). Lunchtime

piano concerts in London during the Blitz by Dame Myra Hess suggested

a new popular enthusiasm for music. The composers’ response came in

powerful creations by Michael Tippett (a pacifist who produced a

moving and humane work, A Child of Our Time) and the work of

Benjamin Britten. The latter’s Peter Grimes, first performed in June

1945, gave a remarkable new vitality to English opera, still largely

derived from the light concoctions of Gilbert and Sullivan 50 years

earlier. During the war also, the cinema became more recognizable as

an innovative art form. Films such as In Which We Serve and Brief

Encounter drew effectively upon wartime themes – separation, loss,

sacrifice – to imbue a commercially inclined industry with some

creative realism.
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Of all the media for cultural communication, however, it was BBC radio

which loomed largest in the public mind. Comedians like Tommy

Handley, popular singers like Vera Lynn, and war reporters like Richard

Dimbleby and Wynford Vaughan Thomas became the great mass

entertainers and communicators of their time. In a world convulsed by

unfamiliar social and intellectual ideas, the BBC remained a basically

conservative, reassuring institution, committed to God, the king, and

the family, to the continuities of life and the permanence of the national

heritage. In the holocaust of six years of war, that appeared to be what

the mass populace required and demanded.

Education and Social Change

It was, in any case, an increasingly aware and educated populace. British

education had not undergone any major overhaul since 1918; its

expansion had been cruelly cut back by the Geddes economies of 1922.

Large sections of the working-class community had virtually no

secondary schooling at all, while the proportion attending university or

other higher education down to 1939 was extraordinarily small by

international standards, and almost entirely of wealthy or middle-class

background, save only in Wales. Hence the Butler Education Act of 1944,

another social landmark of the war years, laid the framework of a new

comprehensive secondary system for all, divided like Gaul into three

parts – secondary modern, grammar, and technical. At the same time

by giving new life to the grammar schools, and outlining a vast future

investment in school building and equipment, the act helped ensure a

far greater degree of literacy and of social and occupational mobility. In

the post-war world, the age of the grammar-bred boy and girl would

surely dawn, whatever doubts surrounded the standards of the

‘modern’ schools which the unsuccessful majority would attend.

The First World War had produced an official commitment to the

restitution of traditional values and ideas, whatever the mass popular

enthusiasm for social change, or even revolution, in both working-class
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circles and intellectual coteries. The Second World War saw far less

division between aspiration and reality. Indeed, the congruence

between a public commitment to change and a private administrative

recognition that pre-war society was dangerously unjust and divisive

was the most important legacy of the Second World War for the British

people. One major aspect of this was that the trade unions were now

very far from being the outsiders that they had been after 1918. The

most powerful union leader of the day, Bevin of the Transport and

General Workers, was the dominant government minister on the home

front, after Churchill appointed him Minister of Labour in May 1940.

Under his aegis, the unions worked with government in regulating

working practices, in improving industrial conditions, and in the

strategy of economic planning with an intimacy never before achieved.

Citrine, secretary of the TUC, became virtually an ancillary member of

the government.

There were indeed strikes during the war, notably among miners in Kent

in 1942 and among boy apprentices on the Clyde in 1941 and in south

Wales in 1942–3. But they were relatively minor events contrasted with

the wider consensus that was emerging. By the end of the war in 1945,

the TUC had drafted a revised list of public priorities, including the

nationalization of major industries and public services, the maintenance

of full employment, a welfare state on the lines of the Beveridge report,

and a more egalitarian financial policy based on the wartime ethos of

‘fair shares’.

Political Radicalism and Reconstruction

At all levels this feeling chimed in with a noticeable mood of political

radicalism. Indeed, in the years 1940–5, Britain may be said to have

moved more rapidly to the left than at any other period of its history. In

government, Labour ministers of the Churchill administration loomed

large on the home front. Bevin; Clement Attlee, the deputy prime

minister; Herbert Morrison, the home secretary; Greenwood, Hugh
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Dalton, and others became familiar and trusted figures. They were

talismans of the faith that post-war reconstruction would indeed be

carried into effect. So, too, were reformist Conservative ministers such

as Butler, author of the Education Act. Their outlook harmonized with

the new orthodoxies of the planners, many of them Liberal

theoreticians such as Keynes or Beveridge, or simply apolitical

technocrats.

Beyond the confines of Westminster and Whitehall, it was clear that the

public was becoming more radical – at least, it should have been clear,

since this was documented in Gallup polls in the newspapers, though

little attention was paid by contemporaries to these unfamiliar forms of

sociological evidence, of transatlantic origin. In by-elections, there

were several successes for the vaguely Christian socialist Common

Wealth Party. There was the widespread public enthusiasm for the Red

Army, newly popular after Stalingrad and the advance towards Berlin.

Even in the armed forces, so it was murmured, left-wing or novel ideas

were being bandied about in current affairs groups and discussion

circles. Letters home from servicemen in the western desert or the Far

East voiced the angry determination for a better deal in the post-war

world.

Reconstruction, then, was a far more coherent and deep-rooted

concept as the war came to its close. In 1918, many of the blueprints had

been poorly conceived and destined for rapid oblivion at the hands of

the Treasury. This time it had been more plausibly a people’s war. The

ideas were more precise and had both more democratic impetus and

more intellectual ballast. The outcome was revealed with dramatic

effect as soon as the war ended. The Churchill coalition broke up with

unexpected suddenness in May 1945, a few days after the German

surrender and with hostilities still continuing in the Far East against the

Japanese. To Churchill’s dismay, the Labour Party’s national executive,

voicing the wishes of the rank and file, insisted that Labour’s ministers

leave the government. A general election was called for July.
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The ‘coupon election’ of 1918 had been an unreal exercise throughout.

Even if not polluted by the hysterical ‘hang-the-Kaiser’ jingoism to the

extent that Keynes had suggested, that element was undoubtedly

present. A general patriotic exaltation made the campaign of

November–December 1918 a poor guide to the public mood. In

June–July 1945, however, the spirit was more sober and focused more

precisely on housing and health, full employment, and industrial

regeneration, on post-war social imperatives rather than on external or

imperial themes. In this sense, the power and prestige of Churchill, the

revered war leader, were an irrelevance, even an embarrassment to the

Conservative Party.

The result, to the general astonishment, was a political landslide

without precedent since 1906. Labour made 203 gains and won, in all,

394 seats to the Conservatives’ 210. Attlee, the prosaic, reticent leader

of the Labour Party, found himself propelled into 10 Downing Street, at

the head of a government elected with a massive majority. Alongside

were such experienced figures as Bevin as foreign secretary, Morrison as

deputy prime minister, Dalton at the Treasury, and Sir Stafford Cripps at

the Board of Trade. It was a striking comment on the changed

atmosphere of the war years, and no doubt a delayed verdict on the

bitterness of the thirties, with its memories of Munich and Spain, Jarrow

and the hunger marches. For a rare moment in its history, Britain

appeared to present a spectacle of discontinuity and disjunction. It left

ministers and the mass electorate at the same time exhilarated and

bewildered. As James Griffiths, one new Labour minister, exclaimed in

genuine bewilderment at the deluge, ‘After this – what?’
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